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2. Summary 
Research over the last decade has extended the prevailing view of mitochondrial function well 

beyond its critical bioenergetic role in supplying ATP. Recently, it has been recognized that 
mitochondria play a critical role in cell regulatory and signaling events, in the responses of cells to drug 
effects, genetic stresses and cell death. Based on this, four studies were conducted in order to gain 
more insight into several aspects of mitochondrial toxicity of drugs, consequences of mitochondrial 
dysfunction and role of mitochondria in cell death induction.  

Project 1 (Chapter 7) aimed to investigate the mechanisms leading to liver steatosis in rats 
treated with trimethylhydraziniumpropionate, an inhibitor of butyrobetaine hydroxylase. Rats were 
treated with trimethylhydraziniumpropionate for three or six weeks and were studied after 24h of 
starvation. Beside the mechanisms leading to liver steatosis, we also investigated adaptive changes 
secondary to a decrease in the hepatic carnitine pool and to impaired in vivo mitochondrial β-
oxidation. Our studies demonstrate that hepatic carnitine deficiency is the most important cause for 
liver steatosis in trimethylhydraziniumpropionate-treated rats and suggest that reduced mitochondrial 
fatty acid oxidation may be partially compensated by increased peroxisomal fatty acid metabolism due 
to proliferation of peroxisomes.  

Project 2 (Chapter 8) describes a study about hepatic toxicity of benzarone and 
benzbromarone having its source in clinical findings. Both drugs have similar structural features like 
amiodarone, a well-known mitochondrial toxin. Liver toxicity of benzarone and benzbromarone and of 
the two analogues benzofuran and 2-butylbenzofuran was therefore investigated using freshly isolated 
rat hepatocytes or freshly isolated rat liver mitochondria. In particular, we were interested in 
mitochondrial mechanisms leading to cell damage or even death. We also investigated the structure-
toxicity relationship by including the molecular analogues benzofuran and 2-butylbenzofuran along 
with amiodarone, benzarone and benzbromarone in our studies. We could show that benzarone, 
benzbromarone as well as amiodarone are toxic to liver cells and liver mitochondria. The side chain at 
position 2 enhances the toxic potential to some extent but does not fully explain it. Bromide atoms in 
the p-hydroxybenzene moiety are not essential for the toxicity of these compounds but clearly 
enhance the toxic potential. The benzofuran structure alone was not responsible for the toxic effects. 
Hepatic injury associated with the ingestion of these drugs can be explained by mitochondrial damage 
with subsequent induction of cell death.  

Myotoxicity, rhabdomyolysis in particular, is a rare but severe adverse drug reaction of statins. 
The aim of project 3 (Chapter 9) was to evaluate the mitochondrial toxicity of five different statins and 
to assess their role in cell death induction in skeletal muscle cells. Lipophilic statins reduced cell 
viability and impaired mitochondrial functions, such as β-oxidation and respiratory chain, which are 
essential for cell survival. As a consequence, the mitochondrial membrane potential dissipated, the 
mitochondrial permeability transition pore opened and apoptosis inducing factors were released. 
Mitochondrial dysfunction and the subsequent release of mitochondrial proteins are tightly linked to 
the process of programmed cell death, also called apoptosis. Consistently, induction of apoptosis 
could be convincingly demonstrated, since lipophilic statins did cause DNA fragmentation and an 
increase in annexin V stained cells. Myotoxicity, a known side effect after treatment with statins, in 
particular rhabdomyolysis in response to lipophilic statin treatment can be explained at least in part by 
mitochondrial toxicity and the subsequent induction of apoptosis of myocytes.  
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Project 4 (Chapter 10) was dealing with a putative drug-drug interaction. The aim of the study 
was to investigate the mechanisms by which venoocclusive disease was provoked in a patient, who 
was treated with immunodepressive doses of cyclophosphamide and roxithromycin. We therefore 
determined first the effect of roxithromycin on the metabolism of cyclophosphamide in vitro. 
Furthermore, by the use of cultured human umbilical endothelial cells, we could confirm the toxicity of 
the cyclophosphamide/roxithromycin combination and were able to investigate the underlying 
mechanisms of cell death induction. Roxithromycin causes an overall inhibition of hepatocyte 
cyclophosphamide metabolism and inhibition of P-glycoprotein, leading to an accumulation of 
cyclophosphamide in hepatocytes and possibly also endothelial cells. Apoptosis is the principle 
mechanism of toxicity of cyclophosphamide in endothelial cells, most probably associated with 

activation of the mitochondrial pathway of initiation of apoptosis. 
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3. Zusammenfassung 
Die Forschung des letzten Jahrzehntes zeigte, dass Mitochondrien weit mehr sind als die 

Kraftwerke der Zelle. Ihnen kommt eine entscheidende und ausschlaggebende Rolle bei der 
Zellregulation und Signalauslösung respektive -weiterleitung im Zusammenhang mit 
Arzneimittelnoxen, genetischen Stressfaktoren oder Zelltod zu. Basierend auf den Erkenntnissen 
dieses neueren Forschungsgebiets wurden vier Studien durchgeführt, mit dem gemeinsamen Ziel 
mehr über unterschiedliche Aspekte der mitochondrialen Toxizität von Arzneistoffen, 
Folgeerscheinungen der mitochondrialen Dysfunktion und die Rolle der Mitochondrien in der 
Zelltodinduktion zu erfahren.  

Das erste Projekt (Kapitel 7) war darauf gerichtet herauszufinden, welche Mechanismen der 
Auslösung einer Lebersteatose in Ratten nach Behandlung mit Trimethylhydraziniumpropionat zu 
Grunde liegen. Es handelt sich dabei um einen Inhibitor der Butyrobetainhydroylase. Abgesehen vom 
Mechanismus der zur Lebersteatose führt, wurden ausserdem sekundär induzierte, adaptive 
Veränderungen untersucht, welche als Folge des reduzierten Carnitinpools und der verringerten in 
vivo β-Oxidation auftraten. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die hepatische Carnitindefizienz die 
Hauptursache für die Lebersteatose in mit Trimethylhydraziniumpropionat behandelten Ratten ist. Die 
Einschränkung der mitochondrialen Fettsäureoxidation wird möglicherweise teilweise durch 
verstärkten peroxisomalen Fettsäuremetabolismus in Folge peroxisomaler Proliferation kompensiert.  

Das zweite Projekt (Kapitel 8) handelt von der hepatischen Toxizität von Benzaron und 
Benzbromaron. Die Arbeit ging aus klinischen Fallberichten über Leberschädigung nach Behandlung 
mit Benzaron oder Benzbromaron hervor. Beide Arzneimittel weisen auffällige strukturelle 
Ähnlichkeiten mit Amiodaron auf, welches seit längerem als mitochondriales Toxin bekannt ist. 
Deshalb wurde die Lebertoxizität der zwei Arzneistoffe Benzaron und Benzbromaron, sowie der 
beiden Strukturanaloga Benzofuran und 2-Butylbenzofuran untersucht. Als Modell dienten frisch 
isolierte Hepatozyten sowie frisch isolierte Lebermitochondrien. Insbesondere fokussierten wir auf die 
mitochondrialen Mechanismen welche zur Zellschädigung oder sogar Zelltod führen. Des Weiteren 
wollten wir einen Beitrag zur Aufklärung der Beziehung zwischen Struktur und Toxizität leisten. Es 
konnte gezeigt werden, dass Benzaron, Benzbromaron und Amiodaron toxisch sind für ganze 
Leberzellen wie auch für isolierte Mitochondrien. Die Seitenkette an Position 2 erhöht das toxische 
Potential in bestimmten Ausmassen, vermag es jedoch nicht vollständig zu erklären. Die Bromatome 
wiederum sind nicht essentiell für die Toxizität verstärken diese aber deutlich. Das Benzofurangerüst 
alleine ist nicht verantwortlich für die toxischen Wirkungen. Die Leberschädigung im Zusammenhang 
mit der Einnahme von Benzaron oder Benzbromaron kann durch die Auslösung eines mitochondrialen 
Schadens mit nachfolgender Induktion des Zelltodes erklärt werden.  

Muskuläre Toxizität, insbesondere Rhabdomyolyse, sind seltene aber schwerwiegende 
unerwünschte Wirkungen von Statinen. Das Ziel des dritten Projektes (Kapitel 9) war es, die 
mitochondriale Toxizität fünf verschiedener Statine auf die Skelettmuskulatur zu bestimmen und deren 
Rolle in der Zelltodinduktion zu untersuchen. Lipophile Statine reduzierten die Überlebensrate von 
Rattenmyoblasten und verschlechterten die mitochondrialen Funktionen wie jene der β-Oxidation und 
der Atmungskette, welche essentiell sind für das Überleben einer Zelle. In Folge davon verschwand 
das mitochondriale Membranpotential, eine Pore in der mitochondrialen Membran öffnete sich und 
Apoptose induzierende Faktoren wurden ins Zytoplasma freigesetzt. Die mitochondriale Dysfunktion 
mit der anschliessenden Freisetzung mitochondrialer Proteine sind eng mit dem so genannten 
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programmierten Zelltod (Apoptose) gekoppelt. Folgerichtig konnte überzeugend gezeigt werden, dass 
die lipophilen Statine zu Fragmentierung der DNA und zur Zunahme Annexin V-gefärbter Zellen 
führte. Muskuläre Toxizität und insbesondere Rhabdomyolyse ist ein bekanntes Problem unter 
Statintherapien, welche mindestens teilweise durch mitochondriale Toxizität und darauf folgende 
Apoptoseauslösung erklärt werden kann.  

Das vierte Projekt (Kapitel 10) beschäftigt sich mit einer vermuteten Arzneimittelinteraktion. Bei 
einer Patientin trat unter Therapie mit immunosuppressiven Cyclophosphamiddosen und 
Roxithromycin das Krankheitsbild „veno-occlusive disease“ auf. Das Ziel der Arbeit war es der dieser 
Komplikation zu Grunde liegende Mechanismus zu erforschen. In einem ersten Schritt wurde der 
Effekt von Roxithromycin auf den Cyclophosphamidmetabolismus in vitro bestimmt. Ausserdem 
konnte mittels einer kultivierter humaner umbilikalen Endothelzelllinie die Toxizität der 
Cyclophosphamid/Roxithromycin-Kombination bestätigt werden und ermöglichte uns dadurch den 
Toxizitätsmechanismus zu erforschen. Roxithromycin bewirkt eine umfassende Hemmung des 
hepatischen Cylcophosphamidmetabolismus wie auch des P-Glykoproteins. Vermutlich kommt es zu 
einer Akkumulation von Cyclophosphamid in Hepatozyten und in Endothelzellen. Apoptose ist der 
Haupttoxizitätsmechanismus in Endothelzellen, vermutlich via Aktivierung des mitochondrialen Wegs 
der Apoptoseauslösung.  
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5. Introduction 

5.1. Toxicology 

5.1.1. Background 

Toxicology! What an exciting word with interesting connotations. It initially evoked thoughts of 
poisons, poisoners, intrigue, cloak-and-dagger, villains, victims and perpetrator as well as plants and 
chemicals as instruments of ill. But what does to word conjure up today? Polluted water, air laden with 
noxious gases, foods contaminated with pesticides or antibiotics, soil loaded with heavy metals and 
people suffering from undesired effects of modern therapeutic agents (1) 

Toxicology is a young science. However, its origins are very old. The earliest cultures having 
developed knowledge of drugs and poisons were the Egyptians (The Ebers Papyrus), the Chinese 
(Pen Ts’ao) and the Hindus (Rig-Veda). Knowledge on poisonous substances was recognized in 
essentially all over recorded history and was passed down. In Roman and Greek times, poisons, 
generally of plant origin, were used for murder and suicide, considered to be the „easier alternative“. 
Of Cleopatra it is bequeathed that in 30 B.C. she chose „to fall on her asp rather than to fall on her 
sword“, many years after she poisoned her younger brother in order to claim the throne. Poisoning for 
nefarious purposes has remained a problem ever since, and much of the earlier impetus to the 
development of toxicology was primarily forensic. 

Philippus Theophrastus Aureolus Bombastus von Hohenheim (Paracelsus 1492? – 1541) 
determined that specific chemicals were actually responsible for the toxicity of a plant or animal 
poison, as opposed to the Greek concept of a mixture or blend. He also documented that the body's 
response to those chemicals depended on the dose received. His studies revealed that small doses of 
a substance might be harmless or beneficial whereas larger doses could be toxic. This is now known 
as the dose-response relationship, a major concept of toxicology. Paracelsus is often quoted for his 
statement: "All substances are poisons; there is none which is not a poison. The right dose 
differentiates a poison and a remedy." 

Another motive for the development of toxicology has been the careful description of adverse 
reactions to medicinal products that began to appear in the eighteenth century. Thus, William 
Withering described digitalis toxicity in 1785, and in 1790, Hahnemann carried out toxicological studies 
on himself and his healthy friends with therapeutic agents of his time.  

In World War I a variety of poisonous chemicals were used in the battlefields of Northern 
France. This was the stimulus for much work on mechanisms of toxicity as well as medical 
countermeasures to poisoning. In fact, war played as great a part in the development of toxicology as 
of many other sciences. Major extensive and rapid developments in the scientific basis and practice of 
toxicology have been obvious since the 1950s (2). 

The essence of toxicology in our today’s understanding is that it is an integrative discipline that 
combines the elements of biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics and medicine. Toxicological 
research is driven by the need to understand and assess the human and ecological risks of exposure 
to chemicals and other toxicants as well as by interest in using toxic agents to elucidate basic 
biological and pathobiological processes. The level of research activity in this field nowadays is high 
and the rate of change of knowledge very rapid.  
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5.1.2. Toxicology today  

5.1.2.1. Categories of toxicology 

As a consequence of the markedly expanded scope of toxicology, the number of differing 
subdisciplines, which have emerged have increased considerably. Classifications are necessary and 
useful to organize information and concepts. They are neither rigid nor discrete but overlapping and 
broad instead.  

Roughly, the main activities in toxicology fall into three main categories: descriptive, 
mechanistic and regulatory. Although each has distinctive characteristics, each contributes to the 
other, and all are vitally important to chemical risk assessment. A mechanistic toxicologist is 
concerned with identifying and understanding the cellular, biochemical and molecular mechanisms by 
which chemicals exert toxic effects. A descriptive toxicologist is concerned directly with toxicity testing, 
which provides information for safety evaluation and regulatory requirements. A regulatory toxicologist 
has the responsibility for deciding on the basis of data provided by descriptive and mechanistic 
toxicology, whether a drug or another chemical poses a sufficiently low risk to be marketed for a stated 
purpose. In addition to the above categories, there are other specialized areas of toxicology, such as 
forensic, clinical, environmental, and occupational toxicology (3)  

 
5.1.2.2. Aims of toxicology: Risk Assessment 

Due to the large scope of toxicology nowadays, one finds more than one definition on 
toxicology in the literature. While a clinician would focus on the clinical safety of drugs, an 
environmental toxicologist emphasizes the toxicity of compounds on flora and fauna, whereas a 
regulatory toxicologist aims at estimation of risk and of the contribution to the risk/benefit ratio for its 
intended use. A term that has become very important for toxicologist independent of the individual field 
is the so-called “risk assessment”. Risk assessment or safety assessment, respectively, consists of 
four components: (I) identify hazard, (II) characterize hazard, (III) describe exposure, and (IV) present 
risk. In this context it is important to point out, that hazard describes the potential for a damaging effect 
whereas the risk includes the likelihood that a hazard would occur. In case of drug development these 
data are contributing to the go or no-go decision in drug development. However, in the interpretation of 
safety data, risk-benefit considerations need to be applied. The therapeutic benefit has to be analyzed 
in view of the indication. The degree of adverse drug reaction, which is acceptable, is different for an 
anti-cancer therapy compared to treatment of hypertension.  

 
5.1.3. Principles of toxicology 

As Paracelsus proposed centuries ago, the dose differentiates whether a substance will be a 
remedy or a poison. A xenobiotic in small amounts may be non-toxic and even beneficial but when the 
dose is increased, toxic and lethal effects may result. 

With the exception of adverse drug reaction on the basis of immunological or idiosyncratic 
processes, the dose-response relationship is a fundamental and essential concept in toxicology. It 
correlates exposures and the spectrum of induced effects. Generally: the higher the dose, the more 
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severe the response. The dose-response relationship is based on observed data from experimental 
animal, human clinical, or cell studies. 

 
Knowledge of the dose-response relationship: 

o establishes causality that the chemical has in fact induced the observed effects 
o establishes the lowest dose where an induced effect occurs - the threshold effect 
o determines the rate at which injury builds up - the slope for the dose response. 
 
Within a population, the majority of responses to a toxicant are similar; however, a wide 

variance of responses may be encountered, some individuals are susceptible and others resistant. 
The dose-response curve normally takes the form of a sigmoid curve (see Figure 1, Panel A). Small 
doses are not toxic. The point at which toxicity first appears is known as the threshold dose level. 
From that point, the curve increases with higher dose levels. Knowledge of the shape and slope of the 
dose-response curve is extremely important in predicting the toxicity of a substance at specific dose 
level (see Figure 1, Panel B). 

 
Figure 1: dose-response curve: 
Panel A: The dose-response relationship normally describes a sigmoid curve with the threshold level 
indicating the dose at which first signs of toxicity appear. 
Panel B: The shape and the slope of the curve are essential parameters in order to predict the toxic 
potential of a xenobiotic. Compound I has a lower threshold level whereas compound II has a higher 
slope value indicating a small dose range from first signs to maximal manifestation of toxicity.  

 
5.2. Mitochondria 

5.2.1. Origin 

About 2 billion years ago, cell destined to be the ancestors of all eukaryontic cells entered into 
a partnership with an ancestor of today’s purple bacteria. This collaboration promised benefits to both 
parties: it allowed them to exploit the energy opportunities inherent in the emerging oxygen 
atmosphere, which was toxic to most forms of life. The result was a protoeukariontic cell, and the 
endosymbiotic bacteria were to become mitochondria. For very many years, the mitochondria were 
considered to be the powerhouse of the cell and appreciated for their essential role in energy supply. 
But in the 1990s a flurry of publications highlightened a new task, that of an organellar cerebus, the 
gatekeeper of cell death. It was natural to wonder whether the life-supporting functions of mitochondria 
were somehow linked to a death-promoting activity.  
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5.2.2. Introduction 

Mitochondria derive from bacterial origin and have two membranes: a circular outer membrane 
limiting the intermembrane space, and an inner membrane with inner folds (the mitochondrial cristae), 
which limits the mitochondrial matrix. Enzymes involved in β-oxidation of fatty acids or TCA cycle are 
in the matrix, together with the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), whereas the enzymes of the respiratory 
chain are sitting in the inner mitochondrial membrane. Cytochrome c, engaged in the electron 
transport of the respiratory chain, is located in the mitochondrial intermembrane space (Figure 2). 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2: Structure of mitochondria: 
Mitochondria are organelles with two well-defined compartments: the matrix, surrounded by the inner 
mitochondrial membrane, and the intermembrane space, surrounded by the outer mitochondrial 
membrane. The inner membrane is folded into numerous cristae, which greatly increases the surface. It 
contains the complexes of the electron transport chain, the ATP synthase and the adenine nucleotide 
transporter. To function properly, the inner membrane is almost impermeable in physiological conditions.  
 
At the contact sites between inner and outer mitochondria a large conductance channel is 

located, known as the mitochondrial permeability transition (mpt) pore. The structure and composition 
remain only partially defined, but its constituents include both inner membrane proteins (such as 
adenine nucleotide translocator) and outer membrane proteins, such as porin (voltage-dependent 
anion channel), which operate most likely in concert, creating a channel through which molecules < 
1500 Da pass.  

Mitochondria produce most of the cell energy by the oxidation of various fuels and the 
oxidative phosphorylation. The β-oxidation of fatty acyl-coenzyme A derivatives and oxidation of 
acetyl-CoA by the TCA cycle are associated with the conversion of NAD+ and FAD into NADH and 
FADH2. These reduced cofactors are then reoxidized by the respiratory chain. Most electrons migrate 
along the respiratory chain up to cytochrome c oxidase, where they safely combine with protons and 
oxygen to form water. This transport of electrons along the respiratory chain is associated with the 
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extrusions of protons from the matrix into the intermembrane space. This creates a high 
electrochemical potential across the inner mitochondrial membrane, whose potential energy is used to 
synthesize ATP.  

MtDNA is extremely sensitive to oxidative damage owing to its proximity to the inner 
membrane with the electron transport chain, the absence of protective histones and incomplete repair 
mechanisms (4). 

 
5.2.3. Mitochondrial Dysfunction & Mitochondrial Cytopathies 

Mitochondrial dysfunction describes the conditions in which the proper function of mitochondria 
is impaired resulting in inadequate energy production, independent of its actual trigger. These 
dysfunctions can be drug induced, due to pathogenic conditions such as cholestasis (5) as well as of 
acquired or inherited origin. The latter are also termed mitochondrial cytopathies. Mitochondrial 
dysfunctions include inhibition of the respiratory chain, uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation or 
inhibition of fatty acid oxidation.  

The association between mitochondrial abnormalities and disease has been known for about 
forty years, with the description of a patient with hypermetabolism and a skeletal muscle biopsy 
demonstration large numbers of abnormal mitochondria (6-8) 

Mitochondrial cytopathies are inherited or acquired disorders. They can be caused by 
inheritable genetic mutations, acquired somatic mutations, or the aging process itself. The two most 
common inheritance patterns are Mendelian and Maternal. Mitochondrial cytopathies actually include 
more than 40 different identified diseases that have different genetic features. The disorders range in 
severity from minimal symptoms to death. The result is often muscle weakness, fatigue and problems 
with the heart, eyes and various other systems. Some mitochondrial cytopathies include Leber 
hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON), myoclonus epilepsy with ragged-red fibers (MERRF), 
mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis and stroke-like syndrome (MELAS), Leigh 
syndrome and Kearn-Sayre syndrome (KSS) (9). 

That mitochondria represent a target for drug toxicity is not surprising, bearing in mind their 
central role in energy generation and metabolic function. Principle mechanisms of drug induced 
mitochondrial toxicities are: (a) inhibition of the electron transport chain, (b) uncoupling of oxidative 
phosphorylation, (c) inhibition of fatty acid metabolism, (d) oxidation of mtDNA or (e) inhibition of 
mitochondrial DNA synthesis. The list of toxins known to cause mitochondrial injury nowadays is 
increasingly long, including drugs like valproate, salicylate (10-13), diclofenac (14), naproxen (15) 
benzbromarone (see chapter 8), bupivacaine (16), buprenorphine (17), amiodarone (18), zidovudine 
(19), extracts from kava kava, bacterial toxins like cereulide (20) or aflatoxin (21). Mitochondrial 
dysfunction with subsequent possible induction of organ failure is well described for many drugs. 
However, the question arises, why only a certain population taking a specific toxic compound develops 
side effects and what in particular makes them vulnerable. Further investigations are needed to cast 
more light on this matter. With regards to mitochondria, some factors are known to increase the risk of 
developing unwanted effects. Reduced mitochondrial metabolism represents a risk factor for induction 
of toxicity. This reduction might be due to inborn deficiencies in mitochondrial metabolism or due to co-
administration of drugs known to inhibit mitochondrial functions.  
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5.3. Drug Toxicity 

5.3.1. From the Status Quo to the “Magic Bullet” 

In the early 1900s, the German scientist Paul Ehrlich described an ideal drug as a „magic 
bullet“; such a drug would be targeted precisely at a disease site and would not harm healthy tissues. 
Although many new drugs are targeted more accurately than their predecessors, none of them, as of 
yet, hit the target precisely. Most drugs produce several effects, but usually only one effect, namely 
the therapeutic effect, is desired for the treatment of a disorder. The other actions of a drug may be 
regarded as adverse effects, whether they are intrinsically harmful or not.  

Not surprisingly, adverse drug reactions (ADR) are common. Most ADRs are relatively mild, 
and many disappear when the drug is stopped or the dose is reduced. Some gradually subside as the 
body adjusts to the drug. Other ADRs are more serious and last longer. Up to 5% of hospital 
admissions in the United States are estimated to be for treatment of adverse drug reactions (22-24). 
Each time a person is hospitalized, the risk of having at least one adverse drug reaction is 10 to 30% 
(25-27). The risk is directly correlated to the amount of different drugs a person is treated with and to 
the age of the patient (23, 28). 

Many ADRs represent an exaggeration of the drug’s effects (type A or augmented reaction). 
This type is usually predictable and in many cases avoidable. It may occur if the dosage of a drug is 
too high, if another drug reduces the metabolism of the first drug (see next paragraph) or if the 
elimination of a drug is impaired. The reaction is related to the exposure. Around 70 to 80% of total 
adverse drug reactions account for type A reactions. Some adverse drug reactions result from 
mechanisms that may not be fully understood (type B or bizarre reactions). This type of reaction is 
largely unpredictable, normally dose-independent and tends to be potentially severe or even life 
threatening. Type B reaction, also called idiosyncratic drug reactions, can be due to intolerance, 
allergy or pseudoallergy (24).  

ADRs can be caused if an organism is exposed to one xenobiotic at one time. Medical 
treatment, however, consist often of multiple exposures. Xenobiotics administered or received 
simultaneously may act independently of each other. However, in many cases, the presence of one 
chemical may drastically affect the response to another chemical. The toxicity of a combination of 
chemicals may be less or it may be more than would be predicted from the known effects of each 
individual chemical. The effect that one chemical has on the toxic effect of another chemical is known 
as an interaction. 

As mentioned before, some ADRs are unpredictable. Related to this, the issue of idiosyncratic 
drug reactions should be raised. There are host-related factors that will contribute to determining 
whether a xenobiotic will induce an ADR or not. These host factors are only partially known but may 
include both genetic and acquired factors. Such a host (patient)-specific mixture of characteristics is 
called “idiosyncrasy”. The term implies that the reactions are based on specific combinations of 
factors, that is characteristic for an individual and which predisposes the individual to succumb to overt 
manifestation of toxicity. Idiosyncratic drug reactions involve many different mechanisms. Immune-
mediated toxicity is one of them. Abnormalities in biochemical pathways leading to metabolic 
idiosyncrasy have also been defined, which refers back, at least in part, to the topic of mitochondrial 
dysfunction and cytopathies (29)  
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5.3.2. Development of drug toxicity 

Chemicals may adversely affect the function and/or structure of living organisms. The 
characterization of these harmful or toxic effects is essential. It is also valuable to understand the 
mechanisms responsible for the manifestation of toxicity – that is, how a toxicant enters an organism, 
how it interacts with target molecules, and how the organism deals with this insult. Elucidation of the 
mechanisms of toxicity has led to a better understanding of fundamental physiologic and biochemical 
processes. Consequently there are various pathways that may lead to toxicity (see figure 3). A 
common course is when a toxicant delivered to its target reacts with it, and the resultant cellular 
dysfunction manifests itself in toxicity. An example of this route of toxicity is that taken by the puffer 
fish poison tetrodotoxin. After ingestion (step 1) it reacts with its target (step 2b), resulting in blockade 
of Na+ channels, inhibition of the activity of motoneurons (step 3) and ultimatively skeletal muscle 
paralysis. No repair mechanisms can prevent the onset of such toxicity.  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Potential stages in the development of toxicity after chemical exposure (30) 
 

Sometimes a xenobiotic does not react with a specific target molecule but rather adversely 
influences the biological environment, causing molecular, organellar, cellular or organ dysfunction 
leading to deleterious effects. For example, 2.4-dinitrophenol, after entering the mitochondrial matrix 
(step 1), collapses the proton gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane by its mere presence 
(step 2b), causing mitochondrial dysfunction (step 3), which is manifested in toxic effects such as 
seizures or hyperthermia.  

The most complex path of toxicity involves more steps. First the toxicant is delivered to its 
target(s) (step 1), after which the ultimate toxicant interacts with endogenous target molecules (step 
2a), triggering perturbations in cell function and/or structure (step 3), which initiate repair mechanisms 
at the molecular, cellular, and/or tissue levels (step 4). When the perturbations induced exceed repair 
capacity or when repair becomes malfunctional, toxicity occurs (30).  

As a result of the huge number of potential toxicants and the multitude of biological structures 
and processes that can be impaired, there is a tremendous number of possible toxic effects. 
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Considering the focus of the succeeding chapters, emphasis was put on basic toxic mechanisms of 
particular importance for this thesis.  

 
5.3.3. Mechanisms of drug toxicity 

Toxic damage to cells can cause individual cell death and if sufficient cells are lost, the result 
can be tissue or organ failure, ultimately leading to death of the organism. Apparent adverse drug 
reactions, cell damage or tissue damage have an underlying mechanism on the molecular, 
biochemical or cellular level. Toxicity occurs due to specific changes within the cell. These events lead 
to impairment of internal cellular maintenance, which can be considered as a comprehensive basic 
concept of drug toxicity. It is interesting to note, that in all disorders, mitochondria play a key role.  

There are three critical biochemical mechanisms how chemicals may initiate cell damage , 
namely ATP depletion, sustained rise in intracellular Ca2+ and overproduction of reactive oxygen 
species (ROS).  

 
5.3.3.1. Biochemical changes 

5.3.3.1.1. ATP depletion 
ATP plays a central role in cellular maintenance. Chemical energy is released by hydrolysis of 

ATP to ADP or AMP. The ADP is rephosphorylated in the mitochondria by ATP synthase. Coupled to 
oxidation of hydrogen to water, this process is termed oxidative phosphorylation.  

Oxidative phosphorylation requires (a) the delivery of hydrogen in the form of NADH to the 
initial electron transport complex: (b) delivery of oxygen to the terminal electron complex,: (c) delivery 
of ADP and inorganic phosphate to ATP synthase; (d) flux of electrons along the electron transport 
chain; and (e) return of protons across the inner mitochondrial membrane into the matrix down the 
electrochemical gradient to drive ATP synthase. Chemicals can impede these processes, interfering 
with mitochondrial ATP synthesis. Impairing agents can interfere at different stages, like inhibitors of 
hydrogen delivery to the electron transport chain (i.e. inhibition of β-oxidation), inhibitors of the 
electron transport chain (i.e. rotenone, cyanide, amiodarone, antimycin), inhibitors of oxygen delivery 
to the electron transport chain, inhibitors of ADP phosphorylation (i.e. oligomycin, uncouplers), or 
chemicals causing mitochondrial DNA damage and impaired transcription of key mitochondrial 
proteins. Impairment of oxidative phosphorylation is detrimental to cells because failure of ADP 
rephosphorlylation results in accumulation of ADP and its breakdown products as well as depletion of 
ATP. These changes cause a cascade of aftereffects, which may be devastating and disastrous in 
such a tightly and subtly regulated system like a cell.  

 

5.3.3.1.2. Sustained rise of intracellular Ca2+  
Intracellular Ca2+ levels are highly regulated. The 10’000-fold difference between extracellular 

and cytosolic Ca2+ concentration is maintained by the impermeability of the plasma membrane to Ca2+ 
and by transport mechanisms that remove Ca2+ from the cytoplasm. Ca2+ is actively pumped from the 
cytosol across the plasma membrane and is sequestered in the endoplasmatic reticulum and 
mitochondria. Because they are equipped with a low-affinity transporter, the mitochondria play a 
significant and essential role in Ca2+ sequestration when the cytoplasmatic Ca2+ levels rise into the 
micromolecular range. Toxicants induce elevation of cytoplasmatic Ca2+ by promoting Ca2+ influx or 
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inhibiting Ca2+ efflux from the cytoplasm. Toxicants also increase cytosolic Ca2+ inducing its leakage 
from mitochondria. Sustained elevation of intracellular Ca2+ is harmful because it can result in (a) 
depletion of energy reserves, (b) dysfunction of microfilaments, (c) activation of hydrolytic enzymes, 
and (d) generation of ROS.  

 

5.3.3.1.3. Overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
There are a number of xenobiotics that can directly generate ROS, such as transition metals. 

However, mitochondria are the major source of ROS in a cell. Overproduction can be secondary to 
inhibition of the mitochondrial electron transport chain, due to leakage of reduced molecular oxygen 
from complex III. Similarly complex I also provides superoxide anions (31). For example, mitochondria 
form O2

--anions, which in turn are converted into H2O2 and the potent reactive species hydroxyl radical 
(OH). As already mentioned in the chapter before, oxidative stress causes a sustained elevation of 
cellular Ca2+ with all its consequences. The alteration of mitochondrial Ca2+ concentration has been 
suggested to be an important event in the induction of oxidative stress. ROS have been shown to 
mediate cell death in a number of systems (32).  

 
5.3.4. Mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT) 

The before mentioned biochemical changes such as mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake, generation of 
ROS, depletion of ATP as well as decreased mitochondrial membrane potential (ψm) are all 
considered as causative factors for an abrupt increase in the mitochondrial inner membrane 
permeability, believed to be caused by opening of a proteinaceous pore („megachannel“) that spans 
both mitochondrial membranes (33, 34). As this pore is permeable to solutes of size < 1500 Da, its 
opening permits free influx of protons into the mitochondrial matrix, causing a rapid dissipation of the 
ψm and impairment of ATP generation, osmotic driven influx of water, resulting in mitochondrial 
swelling as well as release of molecules located in the mitochondrial intermembrane space (i.e. 
cytochrome c) (35). The principle is shown in Figure 4. It has to be emphasized that up to now, the 
precise composition and function of this pore is controversial and the model presented here is broadly 
accepted but still hypothetical.  
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Figure 4: The mitochondrial permeability transition: A speculative model showing some of the 
components of the permeability transition pore (36). In the open configuration, water and solutes enter 
the matrix, causing matrix swelling and outer membrane disruption, leading to release of cytochrome c 
and other proteins (imm = inner mitochondrial membrane, omm = outer mitochondrial membrane). 

 
The significance of cytochrome c release is twofold. (a) As cytochrome c is the penultimate link 

in the electron transport chain, its loss will impair ATP generation and increase formation of ROS, and 
thus potentially drive the cell toward cell death. (b) Simultaneously, the released cytochrome c (and 
other proteins set free from the intermembrane space) represents a signal or an initial link in the chain 
of events directing the cell to the apoptotic pathway. Upon binding, together with ATP, to an adapter 
protein (Apaf-1), cytochrome c can induce proteolytic cleavage of the Apaf-1-bound latent procaspace-
9 to active caspase-9 and thereby execute apoptosis.  

Such mitochondria might be incapable of synthesizing ATP. If so, then even glycolysis may 
become compromised by the insufficient ATP supply. A complete bioenergetic catastrophe ensues in 
the cell if the metabolic disorder evoked by the toxic agent is so extensive that most or all 
mitochondria in a cell undergo MPT, causing depletion of ATP on the cellular level, which in the end 
causes a complete failure of maintenance of cellular structure and function possibly culminating in cell 
death.  

 
5.3.5. Cell Death 

5.3.5.1. Mechanisms of Cell Death 

Toxic cell death can occur via two processes, which are fundamentally different in their nature 
and biological significance (37). These are termed necrosis and apoptosis. “Apoptosis” comes from 
the ancient Greek meaning “falling off petals from a flower” or “falling off leaves from a tree”. The 
name refers to the morphological feature of formation of apoptotic bodies from a cell (38).  

Necrosis or „accidental“ cell death was the classic model and was thought to be the universal 
mode of cell death until apoptosis was identified in 1972 as a separate mode of cell death. Necrotic 
cell death is the typical consequence of severe acute cellular injury, such as occurs in strokes or heart 
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attacks. The cellular events leading up to necrotic cell death are somewhat variable from one cell type 
to another, but certain events occur regularly. One of the earliest changes is the formation of 
protrusions of the plasma membrane, called blebs. Cellular swelling accompanies this formation. 
Irreversible injury occurs when one of these blebs ruptures, leading to failure of the plasma membrane 
permeability barrier, release of intracellular enzymes and metabolites, and collapse of electrical and 
ionic gradients across the plasma membrane.  

Apoptosis, unlike necrosis, is a form of physiological cell death that causes cell deletion without 
inflammation and describes a process of controlled cell deletion and that has an opposite role to 
mitosis in the regulation of cell population. In apoptosis, cells begin a characteristic sequence of 
structural and biochemical changes. These changes include cell shrinkage, alteration of plasma 
membrane lipids, condensation of chromatin, DNA degradation, and shedding of membrane-bound 
cytoplasmatic fragments containing organelles and chromatin. These apoptotic bodies are taken up by 
macrophages. One major pathway for the induction of apoptosis is the receptor-mediated or extrinsic 
pathway. The receptors triggering this pathway are located in the plasma membrane and are activated 
by extracellular ligands. Typical death receptors are Fas (also called CD-95) and tumor-necrosis factor 
receptor (TNF-R). The receptor-induced pathway leads to recruitment of capsase-8 or -10 to the death 
signaling complex without involving mitochondria at this stage. However, mitochondria are engaged 
through the formation of tBid (Bcl-2 protein family) at a later stage, leading to amplification of the 
signal (38). The mitochondrial pathway is activated by a variety of extra- and intracellular stresses, 
including oxidative stress and treatment with cytotoxic drugs. Members of the protein family Bcl-2 
modify and regulate apoptotic pathways by a variety of either pro (Bax, Bak, Bid) and antiapoptotic 
proteins (Bcl-2, Bcl-XL). They up or down-regulate the caspase cascade or act on mitochondria 
directly. The apoptotic signal leads to the release of cytochrome c from the mitochondrial 
intermembrane space into the cytosol, where it binds to the Apoptotic Protease Activation Factor 
(Apaf-1). This triggers the activation of caspases (38).  

 
5.3.5.2. Role of Mitochondria in Cell Death 

It appears that most if not all chemical-induced cell death will involve mitochondria, the 
resulting mitochondrial dysfunction may ultimately trigger either necrosis or apoptosis and that MPT is 
a crucial event in both (see Figure 5). Given the importance of mitochondria for cell life, it comes as no 
surprise that mitochondrial dysfunction and failure leads to cell death (35). The decisive mitochondrial 
events in cell death are MPT and release of cytochrome c, thus caspase activation.  

As already pointed out, there are several common features in the process of apoptosis and 
necrosis. It is of interest to know that toxic agents can cause both apoptosis and necrosis (39, 40). 
Many substances induce apoptosis at low but necrosis at higher doses (40, 41) .In addition, induction 
of cell death by cytotoxic agents may involve similar metabolic disturbances and most importantly 
MPT (33-35). So, regulatory mechanisms underlying apoptosis and necrosis partially on the 
mitochondrial level (42, 43). What determines, then, whether an injured cell undergoes apoptosis or 
necrosis – which may have a significant impact on the surrounding tissue? Recent findings suggest 
that the availability of ATP is critical determining the form of cell death. Lack of ATP depletion favors 
the execution of the apoptotic program, which involves ATP-requiring steps, one of which is formation 
of the complex between Apaf-1, cytochrome c and the procaspase-9 (44). For instance, cells triggered 
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to undergo apoptosis are instead forced to die by necrosis when energy levels are rapidly 
compromised. Thus, the initial death signal is propagated without leading to apoptosis. 
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Figure 5: putative role of mitochondria in cell death induction 
Mitochondrial toxins can inhibit β-oxidation and the respiratory chain, leading to a decrease in 
mitochondrial and cellular ATP levels. Additionally, they can uncouple oxidative phosphorylation, which, 
in particular in combination with the inhibition of the electron transport, increases the generation of 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) leading to permeabilization of the mitochondrial membranes by opening 
of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore. This pore is located in the inner and outer mitochondrial 
membrane (imm and omm, respectively). The osmotically driven influx of water results in an increase in 
mitochondrial volume. Since the inner mitochondrial membrane is highly invaginated and thus 
expandable, an increase in volume can cause a rupture of the outer mitochondrial membrane. Proteins 
from the intermembrane space (i.e. cytochrome c) can be released into the cytoplasm and activate 
apoptotic pathways. If ATP stocks were highly depleted, the same triggers would lead to necrosis 
instead of apoptosis.  
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